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ABSTRACT
This study found no relationship between dissociativity and social
desirability. In contrast to the assumptions ofsocial enactment theory, thefindings revealed that dissociativity, as measured by the DES,
is independent of the need to respond in a culturally appropriate
and acceptable manner, as measured by the Marlowe-Crowne Social
Desirability Scale. In addition, a measure of dissociative pathology
(DES-T) showed no relationship to social desirability which suggests
that reports ofdissociation-related symptomatology to clinicians can
be valid and not simply the result of attempts to win approval or
gain attention. Both researchers and clinicians, therefore, should
feel confident about using the DES as a measure of dissociation.

Though regarded as the most well-respected and widely-researched of all the self-report dissociation measures, a
review of the psychological literature reveals a potential limitation of the Dissociative Experiences Scale (DES: Bernstein
& Putnam, 1986): No research has demonstrated that individual responses are free from the influence of social desirability. This observation led the authors to question whether
DES scores are, in fact, biased by the need to respond in a
culturally appropriate and acceptable manner. If so, to what
extent does this confound DES research with clinical and nonclinical populations? If not, what does this imply about social
enactment theory's position (Spanos, Weekes, & Bertrand,
1985; Spanos, 1994) that patients diagnosed with Dissociative

Identity Disorder (DID) "... are frequently unhappy, insecure people who are ... strongly invested in presenting themselves in a way that will win their therapist's interest, concern, and approval" (p. 373)? With these questions in mind,
the following study examines whether and to what extent
DES scores are influenced by the tendency to respond in a:
socially desirable manner.
A Difinition ofSocial Desirability

Several definitions of social desirability have been stated. WitllOut knowing how this construct is defined for this
study, this difference in definition can create some confusion in interpreting ti,e results.
In general, social desirability has been used in the literature to refer to a manner of presenting oneself in a favorable light (Crowne & Marlowe, 1960). AltllOugh initial investigations were mainly interested in whether such a response
set biased the results of self-report questionnaires, recent
investigations have focused on the development, validity, and
reliability of various social desirability measures. These
include the Edwards' Social Desirability Scale (Edwards,
1957), the Jackson Social Desirability Scale Qackson, 1984),
and the Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale (MCSD;
Crowne & Marlowe, 1960). With few exceptions, these investigations have described the u'aditional conceptualization of
social desirability as failing to take into account different motivations behind the need to respond in a socially desirable
way. For instance, in their factor analysis of the Edwards,
Jackson, and Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scales,
Holden & Fekken (1989) determined that social desirability can be reduced to two dimensions. The scales are not mutually exclusive since each measures both dimensions, but loads
more highly on different aspects of social desirability. One
measures the "tendency to present the self in a favorable light"
(p. 245; specific to the Edwards andJackson scales), and the
other measures "the tendency to give socially approved
responses" (p. 245; specific to the Marlowe-Crowne scale).
As this study is concerned with the tendency to give socially
approved responses, the authors deemed the MarloweCrowne definition as most relevant. Specifically, Crowne &
Marlowe (1960) define social desirability as the need to "...
obtain approval by responding in a culturally appropriate
and acceptable manner" (p. 352).
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The need 10 respond in a culturally appropriate manner is not something 10 be taken ligl1lly. L"lutenschlager and
Flaherty (1990), for instance, obscrvc that tht: influence of
social desirability··...is a problem whcnc'"cr self~repofl i nvenwries arc Llsed to assess emotioual, attitudinal, or other personality characteristics" (p. 310). Si 111 ilarly, Sil\'cnhorll and
Gckoski (1995) st;l\C that ··...:my selhcpofl measure may be
alleCled by social desirabilil}'~ (p. 24'1). It would be erroneous, therefore, 10 conclude that the DES is the exception.
The aulilors belie\'e that research with non...cJinical populations is one area in which social desirability may, indeed,
i nflucllcc DES scores, Aher sc\'eral years ofadnl in istering th is
instrument 10 undergr;,duale research slJl~jecls, the second
author observed that items pulling more strongly on instances
of dissocialive pathology had an unseuling impact on some
sul~jects, causing- them 10 inquire aboul the seemingly
"bizarre" questions or l<lugh neryously <lnd remark "who
would everadrnit to this?"This bellavior and the prior issue
concerning- sell~rep0rl me<lsures prompted lhe authors to
explore whether the DES is, in fact, influenced by the need
to respond in a cullurally appropriate manner. Could these
items s;unple personal experiences percei\'ed as so diSlllrbiug and deviant from the cultural norm that respondents do
not want to adillit to them? Ifso, il case could be made that
estimates of dissociativily among norm'll populalions (e.g..
Ross, 1991) ha\'e been inaccur<lte, prob<lbly lower lhan
expectcd, ami rescarch using the DES with normal populations as experimental and control groups needs 10 be
reassessed.
There arc also important implications regarding the
ialrogenic creation of alter personalities. One of the more
skeptical de\'elopmental perspectives on DID, soci<ll enactment theOl)' (Spallos cl al., 1985; Spanos, 1994), posits thal
DID occurs due 10 ..... the mutual shaping betl\'een therapists
on the lookoul for signs of MPD and clients in\'oh'ed in creating an illl pression that will el icit approval" (Spanos, 1994,
p.155). In this COTllexl. the patient would respond positi\'eIy to the more "bizarre" DES items and demonstrate a higher degree of dissociativilY. Ellacting tile role ora dissociati\'e
disorder would be cOTllexlLlally ;'ppropriate and approved.
An insignificant relationship between dissociativity and the
need to respond in a socially dcsirable manner, howe\'er,
would bring into queslion this key component of Spanos'
theol}'. If, for example, su~jecLS rcpon high and low dissociativity indepcndent of social desirability, tllen dissociati\'ity is 110T simply a funnion of social desirability.
METHOD
Subjed.~

One hundred and thirty-six randomly sclencd undergraduate STudents (94 females, 42 males, average age = 21.5)
at a 1I1edium-sized Midwestern uni\'ersilY were administered

tire DES (Bernstein & Putnam, 1986) and the MarloweCrowne Social Desirability Scale (J\l(:SDS: Crowne & Marlowe,
1960). All subjects were solicited through the departmenT
of psychology's undergraduate subjeCl pool and received
extra credit for their \'ollintar)' pan icipat ion. The study was
approved by the University's InSTirutional Review Board for
research with human subjects.
Measrlrcs

The DES is a 28-item sclf~repon measure lhat asks subjecls TO mark WiTh a slash the percentage of time they exp(....
rience various dissociaTive phenomena. IT possesses a tesTretest reliability coellicient of .96 (Frischholz el aI., 1990)
and an internal consistency coefficielll of .8~ (l~ernsTein &
Putnam, 1986). The DESalso correlaTes well wiTh other measures ofdissociativity and demonstrales good 10 excellent concurrenl and crilt;rion-re1ated validiTy ( Frischholl. CI aI., 1990;
Steinberg, Rounsaville, & Cicchetti, 1991).
The MCSDS is a 33-item sell~report measure (tfue/false
format) That assesses the extent 10 which individuals arc likely 10 respond in a culturally appropriaTe and acceptable manner. It is this fearure (lhe focus on imerpersonal sensitivil}')
thaT, as previOllsl}' noted, makes Ihe MCSDS uniquc from
other measures of social desirability and makes it most relevant to this particular surd}'. Examples or MCSDS items
include The following: "Ikrore VOTing I Thorough I}' ilwesligate the q\\alilicaTions of ailihe candidates" (Item I) and "I
almost never felt the urge 10 tell someone orr' (hem 29).
Obviollsly, we all vote, from time to rime, based on whaT name
sounds most familiar and enCOUnTer OThers who may provoke liS sufficiently that we feel the urge to tell them ofT.
Individuals responding trlle 10 both of the items, Therefore,
would be seen 'IS responding in a socially desirable fashion.
A Ilwnberofilwestigations (Holden & Fekken, 1989; Crowne
& ~'Iarlowe, 1960: Silverthorn & Gekoski. 1995) have shown
th<ll lhe ~lCSDS is a v<llid and reliable measure.

RESULTS
Mean DES ,md MCSDS scores and stand"rd deviations
arc presented in Table I. A Pearson product momcnt correlation revealed 'In insignificant relationship between DES
alld MCSDS scores (I' = -.00607, P = .9441).
DISCUSSION
The purpose of this sludy was to examine the extenT to
which DES scores are inHuenced by the need to respond in
a culturally appropriate and acccptable Inanner. O\'erall, tllC
findings suggCSl that, at least in the testing of norlllal populations, DES scores arc not biased in a socially desirable direction. Researcllcrs, thcrefore, can be confiden t that. most norm;,1 subjects reponing dissociati\'e experiences 011 the DES
are responding accurately, despite lhe risk of admitting to
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encouraging therapists, who unconsciously foster dissociative symptoms. In
this regard, OlD patients would seem to
be characterized by a need to respond in
a socially desirable manner, a response
characterized by the demands of the
social situation as well as the need to be
approved and perceived in a positive
light. In conu"ast to what proponents of
Range
social enacunent theory might expect,
the authors found an insignificant rela0.3 - 43.6
tionship between DES-T and 1CSDS
scores (I' = -.0098, P = .9099), suggesting
0.0 - 30.0
that cultural acceptance, or in the extrapolated situation, acceptance from one's
1.0 - 27.0
therapist, need not restrict the response
of pathological dissociators. This finding
raises serious questions about the social
enactment theory's conceptualization of
the approval-seeking DID patient. To
explicate this in more detail, as is obvious, these data do not
involve a therapist or a therapeutic situation. In the therapy situation, however, the implications of social enactment
theory is that all dissociative pathology is a function of the
patient's response to cues from the therapist. A5 a result, dissociativity does not exist independent of the social expectation of its occurrence. The non-significant correlation
between the DES-T and the MCSDS demonstrates that dissociativity is independent of social desirability. To phrase this
differently, one can be dissociative in tile absence of cues
relating to social approval. Coupled with Ross, lorton, &
Fraser's (1989) finding that "exposure to hypnosis does not
appear to influence the phenomenology of MPD" (p. 61),
there appears to be some serious flaws in the assumption of
social enactment theory. Clearly, dissociation occurs in and
of itself, independent of needs for social approval. Gleaves
(1996) integrates a hostofother information to demonstrate
tile inaccuracy ofsocial-enacUllent theory in explaining DID
phenomena.
The following caveat, however, is Clitical. The results do
not imply that tile phenomena claimed by Spanos (1994)
never occur. A5 tile authors have experienced personally in
clinical situations, clients will modify their reports to please
the therapist. Spanos prO\~des an imponan t reminder to be
cautious. These results, however, demonsu"ate that tile social
enactmen t theory cannot explain all dissociative pathology
and based on these data, reports of dissociation and dissociative pathology are not influenced in general by the need
to respond in a culturally appropriate and acceptable manner in order to gain approval.

TABLE 1
Means, Standard Deviations (SD) and Ranges for Scores on the
DES, DES-T, and MCSDS

(~=136)

Measure

Mean

SD

DES

14.33

10.29

DES-T

6.59

6.93

MCSDS

13.88

4.94

what they may perceive as "unacceptable" behavior.
The authors consider the DES to be transparent in relation to what it assesses. Since subjects can readily understand
that the DES assesses unusual dissociative experience, how
does tllis transparency influence tile results? The findings
suggest tllat, despite this characteristic of the DES, subjects
are not keying positivejust to please tile researcher or because
that is what they believe the researcher wants; nor are they
keying negative to avoid endorsing socially unacceptable
items. Ratller, they appear to be responding in an honest
fashion.
Though the relationship between dissociati\~tyand social
desirability was looked at in relation to undergraduate
research subjects, tile findings can tlleoretically be extended to dissociative-disordered populations using a pathology
index of tile DES, namely the DES-T (Waller, Putnam, &
Carlson, 1996). The DES-T is an eight-item subscale of the
28-item DES tllat focuses specifically on instances of pathological dissociation, such as amnestic episodes and the hearing ofvoices. The scale was developed using taxometric analysis, differentiating among eleven clinical and non-clinical
groups: normal controls, late adolescents/college students,
OlD, DDNOS, PTSD, schizophrenia, eating disorders, affective, anxiety, neurological, and otller psychiatric disorders.
I t could, therefore, be argued that individuals scoring high
on tllis scale might be suffering from a dissociative disorder.
Although in its early stages of development, preliminaryfindings suggest that the DES-Tis a valid and reliable measure.
On the assumption that the DES-T reduces variability due to
non-patllOlogical dissociation, the authors used it to test the
conceptualization of tile "DID" patient as posited by social
enactment theory (Spanos et aI., 1985; Spanos, 1994) . .
A5 previously noted, social enactment tlleory posits that
patients diagnosed Witll OlD are desperate and naive individuals whose sole purpose is to gain tile approval of their

SUMMARY AND DIRECTIO S FOR RESEARCH

This study assessed tile influence ofsocial desirability on
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DES scores. Social dcsil-dbility was mC;lsured using thc
CrowllC & J\larlo""e (1960) Scale, which. as noted abo'·e.conccptllali:fes this construct as the ne(.'(1 to obmin apprm.tl b)'
responding in a cultur.tlly approprialc and accepL,ble motllncr. As expected, and in contrast 10 the notions sct forth by
social enactment thcory, DES and DES-T scores wcrc noT relaTed TO the need to respond in a socially desirable manner.
Although based UII a s:unp1c of "norm:ll" college sUldcnlS,
Iliese findings suggesT lhat subjects endorsing dissociali,·c
symptoms are reponing accuratclr and thall><llients sulfeting
from DID should nOl be perceived as enacting their srllll'
IOIIIS simply 10 please lheir IherapisLS.
Dircctions for future research should involve replicating this stud)' with dissociati\·c and non-<Iissociati,'c c1inic,,1
populations and diftcrcnt cultural and ctllnic groups. FlIlUre
rCSC::<1rch should compare inpaticllt vcr~us ollipatielll s.... I11pies of DiD patienlSand look al the relafionship bctwcenlhc
DES and other measures of social dcsir.tbilil)'. In addition.
Illultiple measures of dissociation should he obtained. •
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